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FROM THE EDITOR
Sawubona (Greetings),
and a very warm welcome
to the third edition of
Eswatini Property Review!
The local property sector is undoubtedly
taking strain because of subdued
economic growth in the country. It is
however, great to see that despite the
economic challenges faced by players in
the sector most projects are still being
carried out and completed. Take the new
FINCORP headquarters for example, they
have been completed amidst the country's
nancial crisis. Eswatini Property Review
would also love to take the opportunity to
congratulate the Dumisani Msibi led team
on the stellar work regarding their new
premises, to say they look stunning is an
understatement. Well done Ndlondlo and
your team!
This publication is an open proponent of
Sectional Title, and we will always afford
time and space to any project that speaks
that language. SBC Limited an investment
holding company owned by African
Alliance sparked our interest with their
development of sectional title units in
Malkerns. What is most interesting about
this project is not just that they are
developing units but the fact that those
units will be of international standard.
Read more about this country changing
story in this edition.

The 15th of September 2018, marked one
of the most signicant days in the local
property space, as this saw the formation
of a local real estate association. To say
this has been long overdue, would be
putting it mildly, the need for a real estate
association is critical and has always
been. One of the people who have been
pushing this project told Eswatini Property
Review that the lack of a representative
from real estate in the Sectional Title
Board was a wakeup call for them as an
industry on why they need to have an
association up and running.
Moses Motsa has always been regarded
as the father of retail in Eswatini, this is
because of his exploits in the sector
through stores such as Evukuzenzele
where he really made a name for himself.
What is not said however, is how business
savvy Mkhulu is, the man is a gem. In an
exclusive interview with us, he tells us why
he ventured into property at a
considerable late age. He details that as
much as property is a safe investment,
scaling it is also something totally
different, and that is what emaSwati
should really master, how to scale our
property investments and ensure that they
grow.
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Eswatini Property Review is published by Raspers Media (PTY) Ltd.
All material is strictly copyright and all rights are reserved.
Reproduction without permission is forbidden. Every care is taken in
compiling the contents of this magazine, but we assume no
responsibility in the effect arising therefrom. Although information
in this publication is derived from sources believed to be accurate
and reliable, it is for general purposes only. It is not intended as
nancial advice, independent nancial advice should be sourced
before investment decisions are taken.
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INDUSTRY NEWS

GOOD NEWS FOR HOMEOWNERS
AS BANK RATE REMAINS UNCHANGED
HOMEOWNERS CURRENTLY PAYING THEIR MORTGAGE BOND WILL HEAVE A SIGH OF RELIEF AS THE CENTRAL BANK
OF ESWATINI HAS DECIDED TO KEEP THE BANK RATE UNCHANGED AT 6.75 PER CENT. THIS MEANS THAT THE COST
OF BORROWING A LOAN FOR YOUR HOME OR HOUSE WILL NOT INCREASE FOR THE NEXT TWO MONTHS.
The minimum interest rate set by the Central
Bank when your bank borrows a loan is
called a discount rate. The minimum interest
set by your bank when you borrow is loan is
called a prime rate. For the upcoming two
months, the Monetary Policy Consultative

Committee (MPCC) of CBE during a meeting
held in September 20, decided to keep the
discount rate unchanged at 6.75 per cent.
Likewise, local banks will maintain the prime
rate at 10.25 per cent (i.e. 6.75 per cent +
3.5 per cent margin). This means the cost of

borrowing a loan for your car, house, and
business etc. will not increase between
October and November 2018.
Photo Cred: www.smartbrokers.co.nz

PAM GOLDING PROPERTIES ACKNOWLEDGED
AS SOUTH AFRICA'S BEST ESTATE AGENCY

F

or the 11th year Pam Golding
Properties has been recognised as
South Africa's 'Best Estate Agency
South Africa” (over 20 ofces) in the
globally-renowned International Property
Awards (IPA) held in Dubai recently, which celebrate the highest levels
of achievement by companies operating in all sectors of the property
and real estate industry.
Competing against agencies around the country, the company was
also awarded Best Real Estate Marketing South Africa and Best Real
Estate Website South Africa.
Says Dr Andrew Golding, chief executive of the Pam Golding Property
group: “Receiving these awards signies a substantial return on the
investment that we, as a group, make in our agents and staff, in
ongoing marketing innovations and in the most advanced technology
– all of which translate into the exceptionally high service standards
that we hold ourselves to and which, in fact, strongly underpin the Pam
Golding brand.
“Globally, the real estate world has changed exponentially, from the
start of the 'shopping' process – when consumers are doing research
and evaluating their options, through to the actual transactional
journey itself and the conclusion of a successful sale. Fundamentally,
the role that our agents play in empowering this journey and thereby
ensuring that we respect and acknowledge the inherent value in our
clients' assets, is where our true value lies and is at the heart of these
awards.
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“Apart from our website, property portals and targeted marketing
communications, our marketing strategy strongly incorporates the
effective use of a multi-channel digital environment, which requires
strategic understanding and specialist skills so as to add value to our
sellers throughout the customer journey.”
The award for best website is judged on numerous criteria, including
features, design, appearance and nish, speed and compatibility.
Says Anthony Stroebel, the Pam Golding Property group's GM for Real
Estate Services: “From property searches, navigation sitemaps and
nding a home with easy access to schools, to bond and affordability
calculator tools, creating your own wish list and setting requests for
property alerts, our site looks to ensure that buying and selling
property is as seamlessly convenient as possible.”
As the entry for the Best Real Estate Agency category is required to be
based on one selected ofce within the organisation, this year Pam
Golding Properties focused on its Sea Point Ofce ofce on the Cape
Atlantic Seaboard, a top-performing suburb where house prices
appreciated by an average of 23.4% from year-earlier levels in the
rst three quarters of 2017.
Offering a full spectrum of property services and concluding over 10
000 transactions per annum, the Pam Golding Property group has a
network of over 300 ofces in sub-Saharan Africa and internationally,
as well as a strategic alliance with one of the world's largest property
groups, Savills plc, with access to its prestigious network of over 600
ofces worldwide.

PROPERTY & INVESTMENTS

UNPACKING REAL
ESTATE INVESTMENT
TRUSTS
Article sourced from the South African Real Estate Investment Trusts Association. For more info visit
www.sareit.com | Image: napkinnance.com

R

esidential property is a favoured investment class among individual
investors looking to build a portfolio of assets that will steadily
grow in value as well as produce a regular income stream that
keeps pace with ination. Property securities listed on stock exchanges
are an alternative worth considering.
In South Africa, listed real estate companies are referred to as Reits, which is an
abbreviation for Real Estate Investment Trusts. A Reit is a security that sells like a stock on an
exchange. Reits own, and often run, income-producing properties.
You can buy Reits through a stock broker or you can invest in a collective investment scheme, like a unit trust fund or pension fund
that in turn buys Reits.

WHY ONE SHOULD CONSIDER INVESTING IN REITS
1. SUPERIOR RETURNS
The rst, and most obvious, reason to include SA Reits in your
investment portfolio is that they have consistently produced returns that
have outpaced equities in general as well as bonds.
A table of total returns, compiled by the South African Reit Association,
shows that these securities have produced better returns than
Johannesburg-listed shares and bonds – by a considerable margin in
recent years.

2. INCOME AND CAPITAL GAINS

centres, warehouses, ofce complexes and other large buildings. In
some countries, Reits also invest in residential property, like large
apartment blocks.
Opting for listed property allows you to buy units of stock that
represent an investment in a large asset. So, you can have a stake in
shopping centres for thousands of rands rather than millions of rands.
Commercial, retail and industrial properties have benets that
residential property lacks, for example a commercial tenant can be
less hassle than an individual who is renting from you. Plus, there are
different factors driving returns from these types of properties.

The advantage of Reits is that they aim to deliver capital gains and an
income. Figures, from Grindrod Asset Management, show that in years
when prices have fallen, income has still been generated.

For example, South African shopping malls in rural areas can benet
from a monopoly situation. You could take advantage of this by
investing in Rebosis, a Reit listed on the JSE that has shopping centre
interests off-the-beaten-track.

As Investopedia notes, Reits are a dividend-paying means of
participating in the real estate market.

5. PROTECTION OF YOUR MONEY

South African Reits must pay at least 75% of taxable earnings available
for distribution to investors each year. “As SA REITs earn income from
property lease income that escalates each year, they have relatively
predictable earnings. So you know what to expect from your investment
with reasonable certainty,” says the SA Reit Association.

3. DIVERSIFICATION OF INVESTMENT RISK

A lot of intelligent people get ensnared in property syndicates and lose
a lot of money, sometimes all of their money. These syndicates are
often marketed and run by organisations that seem to be reputable
and above board.
A prime example is the recent case of the Louis Group property
syndicates, in which investors from South Africa and elsewhere
ploughed money into property-owning companies registered in a lowtax jurisdiction. The authorities are investigating the disappearance of
funds (for more on the syndicates run by Capetonians, see:

The jury is out on whether Reits globally are a good diversier of risk.
This is because prices tend to move in line with equities in general. An
in-depth study on Reits published earlier this year nds that Reits “in
A much better way to invest in hotels, ofce blocks and other nonmost countries in recent years show greater volatility and correlation with residential real estate is through Reits because there are extra layers of
the broader market indices than before the global nancial crisis”.
oversight, not only from regulatory authorities but from investment
professionals – like analysts. Reits are more transparent than other
However, Ian Anderson, chief investment ofcer at Grindrod Asset
Management, says correlation of returns with the broader market is low forms of collective investment scheme that aim to pool investors' funds
to buy large buildings.
in South Africa. “Adding Reits to an equity portfolio heightens return for
the same level of portfolio volatility,” he says.

6. LIQUIDITY

Although Reits can take on debt, this is limited. The SA Reit Association
says South African Reits must keep debt below 60% of gross asset value.

4. ACCESS TO LARGE PROPERTY ASSETS
A Reit invests in property or property funding. Reits invest in shopping

Some Reits are easier to buy and sell quickly than others. However, in
general it should be easier for you to ofoad Reits in a hurry if you
need to unlock some cash – certainly far faster than you could market
and sell a large building. As the SA Reit association notes, between
R3bn and R5bn in Reits changes hands monthly on the JSE.

GET EXPERIENCED FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT & BUSINESS
ACCOUNTING SERVICES FOR YOUR BUSINESS
Business Accounting • Payroll Processing • Tax Computation & Return Filling • Statutory Document Filing
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Ofce No: 18 | Checkers Ofce Park
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INDUSTRY REPORT

STAMP DUTY INCREASE
PUT ON HOLD
Report By: Ntokozo Nkambule | Image: amazonawas.com; centralbank.org.sz

Ministry of Finance conrms that increase has been put on hold and are certain
that after consultations with relevant stakeholders stamp duty fees will be
amended. This means at the present moment no increase has been effected.
Aspiring local homeowners and property stakeholders will
heave a sigh of relief following the decision taken by the
Ministry of Finance to halt an increase on stamp duty on
property transfers. It was allegedly reported that stamp
duty on property transfers had been increased from 0.85
per cent, to 2 per cent. The increase would apply for both
stamp duty fees on property transfers, as well as stamp
duty on bond registration.
Stamp duty refers to tax imposed by the government on legal
documents in the transfer of assets or property. Stamp duties apply on
transfer of homes, buildings, copyrights, land, patents and securities
(www.investopedia.com). The increase was reported to have been
effected on the 30th of July, 2018 and in essence meant owning a
house would be more expensive.
The Principal Secretary in the Ministry of Finance, Bheki Bhembe
acknowledged that they had increased stamp duty initially, but after
consultation they decided to place the matter under review. “Look, as
a ministry we have decided to put the matter under review because of
a number of factors, such as that we acknowledge that not all relevant
stakeholders were consulted when we took this decision” he noted.
Bhembe said stakeholders include, the banking industry, the property
sector as well as the general public being affected by this decision.
The PS said emaSwati will be notied of the new stamp duty rate
before the end of the year through the government Gazette. He said
the rates were increased on the basis that they had not been increased
in more than fteen years, which was an oversight from their side
because that should have not been the only consideration.
A local lawyer, who spoke on condition of anonymity also concurred
with the PS from the Ministry of Finance. “Yes, I am happy to inform
you that after several consultations with the Ministry of Finance they
have decided to place the issue under review which means at the
present moment no increase has been effected.” the seasoned
conveyancer, posited.
Local prominent property mogul Moses Motsa says an increase in
stamp duty on property transfers and on bond registration would be
an indication that governmental is not interested in seeing emaSwati
owning property in the country. “The increase in stamp duty would
really send mixed signals by the government, because on the one
hand, they introduce the Sectional Titles Act and on the other hand
they increase stamp duty which would be a contradiction” he noted.
Motsa said that the decision to review the stamp duty increase was a

“...as a ministry we have decided
to put the matter under review...
not all relevant stakeholders were consulted
when we took this decision...”
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positive one. Motsa further noted that governments recently passed
legislation which states that foreigners are no longer allowed to buy
property in the country which is a decision that he believes will bring
the economy to its knees.

COULD ESWATINI SCRAP OFF
STAMP DUTY?
The Principal Secretary in the Ministry of Finance Bheki Bhembe says
the country could consider scrapping off stamp duty provided this
would stimulate the economy.
Speaking during an interview with Eswatini Property Review Bhembe
said the most important thing was the growth of the economy. “The
economy's growth is the most important thing and if studies indicate
that by doing away with stamp duty more people will enter the
property sector, then maybe it's something to consider. I must however,
state on record that as a Ministry we have not really sat down and
discussed such a possibility” he noted.
Bhembe however, stated that in the interim stamp duty would not be
scrapped off because of government nancial challenges. He did raise
hope though, as he revealed that government is currently engaging
with different industry players to see what can be done. He said one of
those deliberations include a non-formal proposition by the Ministry of
Housing and Urban Development, that rst time home buyers should
be exempted from paying stamp duty.

HOW ESWATINI FARES WITH
COUNTRIES IN THE REGION
Eswatini Property Review took time out to nd out how the country
fares with neighbouring countries regarding stamp duty fees on
property. South Africa, eSwatini's biggest trading partner abolished
Stamp Duty in 2009 in an effort to lessen the burden on taxpayers.
This means there is no stamp duty in South Africa.
However, transfer duty still stands to be paid by homeowners.
Information sourced from Private Property, a South African digital
media property publication reveals that in that country transfer duty is
not payable if the property is under R900 000. From R900 001 to R1
250 000, transfer duty is calculated at 3% of the value above R900
000. This in effect means most South Africans purchasing sectional
title units avoid transfer duty costs as those units tend to be lower than
R900 000, but this of course does not apply to all sectional title units
in South Africa as others cost more, especially in afuent places like
Sandton in Johannesburg. From R1 250 001 to R1 750 000, transfer
duty is calculated at 6% on the value above R1 250 001, plus a at
rate of R10 500. Please note that these were rates which were
applicable on properties that were acquired on or after 1 March
2017, until 28 February 2018 and are applicable to companies, close
corporations and trusts.

INDUSTRY REPORT

“The economy's growth is the most
important thing and if studies indicate
that by doing away with stamp duty
more people will enter the property
sector, then maybe it's something to
consider....”
- Ministry of Finance PS Bheki Bhembe
Table Showing Transfer Duty Costs in South Africa

BUILD YOUR
DREAMS WITH
CONFIDENCE

VALUE OF PROPERTY (R)

RATE

0 – 900 000

No transfer duty

900 001 – 1 250 000

3% of the value above
R900 000 value

1 250 001 – 1 750 000

R10 500 + 6% of the value above R1 250 001

BUSINESS PRODUCTS & SERVICES

1 750 001 – 2 250 000

R40 500 + 8% of the value above R2 250 000

2 250 001 – 10 000 000

R80 500 + 11% of the value above R2 250 000

We assist in ﬁnancing construction projects & orders for
clients with orders/contracts from reputable
organizations, thus ensuring our clients deliver quality
work on time.

Amandla Financial Services
is an innovative ﬁnancial services provider that
seeks to fully understand its customer needs &
sustainably meet them with suitable ﬁnancial services.

CONSTRUCTION FINANCING

ORDER FINANCE
10 000 001 and above

R933 000 + 13% of the value above R10 000 000

Botswana, like South Africa does not levy stamp duty, but only property transfer duty.
According to a report by KPMG Botswana, no stamp duties are levied in Botswana, but
transfer duty is levied on the transfer of immovable property at a at rate of 5% on the
property value exceeding (US$20,000) of immovable freehold and leasehold property.
Below the (US$20,000) mark property owners are exempt from transfer duty. This translates
to E280 000, locally, but above this amount they are expected to pay 5% for property
transfer fees for urban properties. For non-resident individuals purchasing agricultural
property, the transfer duty is levied at a at rate of 30%.
Namibia, which is a country that eSwatini shares the Common Monetary Area (CMA),
meaning the rate of currency is the same as the local Lilangeni also has stamp duty and
transfer costs as well. Ernst and Young (EY) Namibia states that stamp duties are payable
at varying rates on instruments executed in Namibia. For properties between 0 – 600 00
transfer duty is not applicable. Below is a table showing their transfer duty fees from June
2018.
VALUE OF PROPERTY (R)

RATE

0 – 600 000

Nil

600 001 – 1 000 000

1% of value exceeding
N$600 000

1 000 001 – 2 000 000

N$4 000 + 5% of value exceeding N$1 000 000

2 000 000 and above

N$54 000 plus 8% of value exceeding N$2 000
000

We ﬁnance current purchase orders/contracts
from reputable organizations who pledge
to cede payments directly to us upon full delivery
of our client.

INVOICE DISCOUNTING
To assist our clients bridge cash-ﬂow gaps, we discount
invoices that our clients have issued to reputable
companies up to seventy percent (70%) of the invoice
value against conﬁrmation that payment shall be made
within a maximum of ninety (90) days, directly to
ourselves.

BRIDGING FINANCE
The need for bridging ﬁnance is not unique to businesses
but to consumers as well. We have been able to
successfully assist consumers awaiting different
guaranteed pay-outs, in real estate transactions and
many more.

WE ALSO OFFER PERSONAL FINANCE
PRODUCTS & SERVICES

FOR MORE INFO CONTACT US TODAY
Tel: +268 2404 8501 / +268 2404 7904
F| Find Us On Facebook

FIND US AT
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CONSTRUCTION REVIEW

REGISTRATION OF
CONSTRUCTION
PROJECTS
It is imperative that all construction projects in the country whether
public or private should register with the Council. It is the duty of
both the contractor and the project owner to ensure that the
project is registered with the Council. According to the CIC Act
under Section 35, “The Council shall establish a register of projects
to gather information on the nature, value and distribution of
projects. It is stated in the Construction Industry levy Regulations of
2016 that “The contractor shall before commencement of
construction works on a project ensure that the project is
registered with the Council

WHATNATUREOFPROJECTSAREREGISTERED?
Ÿ Private Projects- All projects of all values.

respect of each of Project undertaken. The Owner of the
Project may pay the levy directly to the Council.
ConstructionlevyThresholds
MINIMUM
PROJECT COST (E

MAXIMUM
PROJECT COST (E)

LEVY PAYABLE (%)

1

2 000 000.00

1

2 000 001

5 000 000.00

0.8

5 000 001

10 000 000.00

0.75

10 000 001

15 000 000.00

0.6

15 000 001

No Limit

0.5

Ÿ Public Projects – All projects of all values

THECONSTRUCTIONLEVY
Ÿ The Construction Industry Council Act establishes the

imposition of a Construction Levy under Section 20 and 21
which states that “the Council may from time to time, impose a
levy on any persons engaged in the construction industry and
that levy shall be appropriated for the general operations of
the Council” The levy regulations came into effect on 10th
October 2016.

HOWTHELEVYWILLBEUSED
Ÿ Capacity Development Programmes for Swazi Firms (SMMEs) so

that they become more competitive.
Ÿ Develop Construction Standards so as to ensure

professionalism within the Industry.
Ÿ Develop Policies for the transformation, sustainability of the

Ÿ The levy shall be paid by the Owner of the Project, and shall

have an option of either paying directly to CIC or through the
Contractor.

Ÿ

CONSTRUCTIONLEVYASSESSMENTONPROJECTS
HowItWorks
Ÿ A construction project has a price tag – the construction cost.

This is basically the proposed price of the project. This price
can be determined in different ways. Some projects' values can
be considered as lump sum. In other projects, the price of a
project can be determined using bills of quantities or a
schedule of rates. The Council prefers that contractors
prepare a full detailed BOQ for ease of assessing levy on
projects. The construction levy is calculated on the project
cost that excludes VAT
Ÿ Contractors who undertake Construction projects as Main
Contractors are to ensure that the
levy is priced for in all tenders or
bill of quantities. Project owner,
developers and or ﬁnanciers
should also ensure that the levy
is priced for in their respective
projects.
Whopaysthelevy?
Ÿ The Owner of the Project
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pays the levy. The
Contractor shall remit to
the Council on behalf of
the Project Owner a levy
as determined in
accordance with the
schedule in the Project
Registration Form in

Ÿ

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

construction sector so as to contribute to the growth of the
Economy.
Construction Development Fund with the objective of funding
Public Projects through Public Private Partnerships. The Fund will
also fund Contractors in case they want to borrow to fund
Projects.
Foster Contractor development and participation of the
emerging Indigenous Swazi sector so that they are able to
compete for tenders in Foreign Countries.
Improve performance and best practice for an industry that
delivers reliable value to clients, investors and end-users.
Conducting construction industry-related research and other
scientiﬁc work.
Provision of construction related advisory services.

FORMOREINFORMATIONPLEASECONTACT
Construction Industry Council (C.I.C)
RHUS OFFICE PARK │ Carl Grant Street
P.O. Box 5020 │ Mbabane │ Eswatini
Tel: +268 404 9848 / 2404 8481 / 24041497
Fax: +268 404 8527
Email: info@cic.co.sz
Website: www.cic.co.sz

GOVERNMENT INSIGHT

Can Non-Citizens Purchase And Own
Immovable Property In Eswatini?

Column By: Thabiso Mabandla Masina: Registrar of Deeds in the Kingdom of Eswatini

Today's topic has undoubtedly elicited its fair share of polarizing views from the general public, a section of the print
media and professionals working in the property space such as estate agents, property developers, conveyancers and
property valuers. As the ofce responsible for registering property in the Kingdom we nd it prudent and tting that we
address this question in our column
SO CAN NON-CITIZENS PURCHASE
IMMOVABLE PROPERTY IN ESWATINI?
It is to the Constitution, the Supreme law of the
land that answers to this question are to be
traced. Section 211(4) stipulates that post the
enactment of the Constitution in 2005, all
agreements that have the effect of vesting
ownership of land in a non-citizen or company
majority owned by non-citizens are null and
void. The exact language of the said section
reads as follows:
“Subject to subsection (5), all agreements
the effect of which is to vest ownership in
land in Swaziland in a non-citizen or a
company the majority of whose share-holders
are not citizens shall be of no force and
effect unless that agreement was made prior
to the commencement of this Constitution”.
The text of section 211(4) is very clear and
unequivocal. It however does not fully assist us
with respect to answering the question at hand
because it (subsection 4) is subject to section
211(5). One can therefore never fully respond
to the question of whether or not foreigners
can purchase land in Eswatini without having
regard to section 211(5) which reads as
follows:
“A provision of this chapter may not be
used to undermine or frustrate an existing or
new legitimate business undertaking of which
land is a signicant factor or base.”
Section 211(4) sets out the general and
underlying position being that post the
promulgation of the Constitution Act No. 1 of
2005, non-citizens or their majority- owned
companies cannot purchase immovable

property in Eswatini. Section 211(5), however,
introduces an exception or exemption to this
general position. A business undertaking,
existing or new, which uses land as a
signicant factor or base is exempted from the
application of section 211(4). In other words,
businesses, using land as a signicant factor,
owned by non-citizens either personally or
through companies they majority own, can
purchase immovable property in Eswatini.
Most often than not this will be industrial,
commercial and agricultural land.
Practically, this has meant that the Deeds ofce
has stopped registering residential property
into the personal names of non-citizens. This
prohibition also applies to companies' majority
owned by non-citizens that do not use land as
a signicant factor or base. A non-citizen can
thus not simply incorporate a company use it
to buy residential property. Individuals and
companies that use land as a signicant factor
or base have not been affected by this
prohibition on the strength of section 211(5).
Long leases above 10 years are not affected
by this prohibition. Hence non-citizens can
acquire property, whether residential or
commercial, on the basis of long leases.
Admittedly this strict enforcement of Section
211(4) read together with 211(5) only started
in 2017 notwithstanding that the Constitution
was passed in 2005. Naturally, a number of
properties were registered into the names of
non-citizens or their majority owned
companies between 2005 – 2016. Section 7 of
the Deeds Registry Act instructs that a
registered title deed can only be cancelled on

the strength of a court order so such
registrations remain valid at law until otherwise
ordered by the courts.

SUBORDINATE LEGISLATION
The ofce's strict application of the Constitution
has attracted both applause and criticism.
However, valid some of the points advanced by
both sides, our response to both has always
been that section 2 of the Constitution obliges
every citizen to uphold and defend it. We are
merely manifesting that expectation. Any
tampering down of this constitutional position
lies in the enactment of subordinate legislation
in terms of Section 217 of the Constitution.
Such legislation can assist, for instance, in
clearly articulating what “land as a signicant
factor or base” really means or encompasses.
Allow non-citizen professionals with scarce
skills who have worked and signicantly
contributed to the advancement of the country
to purchase residential property or may be
even allow for residential property beyond a
certain threshold, say 4 million emalangeni as
conrmed by at least 3 qualied property
evaluators, to be bought on the free market by
even non-citizens.
Regionally, and globally the Kingdom is not the
only one with such a position limiting noncitizen's ability to own land. Just recently New
Zealand passed similar legislation. We can,
however, forge a path through subordinate law
that will on the one hand promote the interests
of citizens whilst simultaneously sufciently
communicating the message that we are open
for business and leisure as a country.
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Government is currently putting together a document dubbed as 'Estate Agents Registration,
Licensing and Professional Indemnity
Regulation Act which is aimed at safeguarding interests of Estate Agents, and setting indust
ry standards in the real estate market

Story By: Thabo Mwanza

t

he 15th of September 2018 marked a
milestone for the local Real Estate Agents
Industry when industry players convened at
Esibayeni Lodge to form an association known as
'Eswatini Realtors Association' (ESWARA).
An association is dened by the Merriam Webster
dictionary as an organisation of persons having a
common interest. Already in in the country we
have the Eswatini Architects, Engineers and
Surveyors Association (E.A.A.E.S) for example,
which represents the interests of the
aforementioned parties and also serves as a
watchdog amongst other functions, which makes
these disciplines work cohesively and hand in hand
to promote unity, professionalism and progress.
The Real Estate industry had no association until
now, which spells a resounding change that will
reverberate throughout the entire industry, as it
comes with a lot of changes that will be effected,
changing the way business is done - As one adage
goes, 'never doubt that a small group of thoughtful,
committed citizens united by a common goal, they
can change the world'. We wait in earnest
anticipation to see what changes will be brought by
'Eswatini Realtors Association.

The Association comprises of an interim board, the
chairperson being Musa 'Mgilija' Nhleko, Mr Bheki
Zwane as Vice- Chairperson, Nobantu Lebona as
Treasurer, and lastly Ian Simelane serving as
Secretary. As it stands, there is no legal framework
regulating estate agents in the country, any person
may claim to be an estate agent. Since government
has passed the Real Estate Agents Bill, which
necessitates a clear denition of who would be
regulated by the proposed Bill; the required
licensing requirements; the responsible licensing
body; and the consideration of statutory rights and
obligations. Thus, such rules would provide
guidance on the day to day work of estate agents in
the country. Government is currently putting
together a document dubbed as 'Estate Agents
Registration, Licensing and Professional Indemnity
Regulation Act which is aimed at safeguarding
interests of Estate Agents, and setting industry
standards in the real estate market. Amongst other
factors, this document is one of the main driving
points that necessitated the move to form ERA.
Nhleko who is one of the pioneers of the project
notes that the newly formed association will aid as it
will give them the opportunity to speak in one

voice. The Association also aims at making
contributions on the Bill before it becomes an Act,
so as to try and bring about a satisfactory legislation
that will accommodate important issues that would
be raised by the Association. He notes that this has
been a long walk as estate agents in the country
have been trying all along to have an association,
but just could not crack it. “From 2007 estate
agents in the country have been trying to organise
themselves however, in all their attempts they could
not register, due to a number of issues at that time.
The Ministry of Housing and Urban Development
has always been ready to assist, but an association
could be formed until recently” he observed.
The chairman of the recently formed association
said government has over the years been coming
up with bills that seek to regulate the industry, at
one time it was the Residential Tenancies Draft Bill
and later the Draft Estate Agents Regulations. The
biggest challenge has always been that the industry
is not organized. He said missing out on having a
representative in the Sectional Title Board was a
wake-up call for them as an industry and they felt
compelled to form an association.

THE AIMS & OBJECTIVES OF THE ASSOCIATION
Ÿ To speak with one voice on matters affecting the industry;

Ÿ To promote and provide opportunities for professionalism amongst

members of the Association;

Ÿ To promote the interests of the Real Estate industry in Eswatini;
Ÿ To promote unity and understanding amongst Real Estate Agencies and

Estate Agents;
Ÿ To come up with a code of conduct for the proposed association;
Ÿ To proactively engage with the government on issues affecting and
impacting the Real Estate Industry;
Ÿ To advocate for the provision of education and training for agents;

Ÿ To work and engage with other organisations which support the work of

estate agents like Banks, Surveyors, Valuators, Conveyancers, Human
Settlement Authority, Municipalities and the Deeds ofce;
Ÿ Generally to undertake and advise on all matters which may be benecial and
in the interest of the association;
To do all such things as may be necessary or benecial to sustain or raise the
status of the Real Estate Industry.

KNOW
PAM GOLDING ESWATINI

W

ith over 15 years in business, Pam Golding Swaziland is a
leader in the property & real estate business in the
Kingdom.

provide prospective buyers & sellers with comprehensive,
professional property services. With us you have a dedicated
multi-award winning team at your service.

We provide existing & future clients with world class, differentiated
residential & commercial property & service delivery whilst
upholding our reputation for honesty, integrity & professionalism.

So be it long term rentals, vacant land, residential & commercial
sector, you can choose us, and let us discuss your property
requirements.

Our cutting edge resources & expertise uniquely equip us to

Associate yourself with the best in the game!!!
Tel: +268 2416 1556 │

Pam Golding Properties Swaziland

www.pamgolding.co.sz

ADVERTORIAL

FINANCIAL FOCUS

NEDBANK RURAL HOME LOAN
PHOTO: www.travelground.com

HAVING A HOME IS A LIFETIME INVESTMENT AND SHOULD REMAIN A PRIORITY, ESPECIALLY IF YOU ARE
RENTING RESIDENTIAL PREMISES. NEDBANK SWAZILAND WILL ENSURE THAT YOU BUILD YOUR HOME
EVEN IN THE RURAL AREAS (ON SWAZI NATION LAND) THROUGH ITS RURAL HOME LOAN OFFERING
THE BASICS
Your Nedbank Rural Home Loan offers the nance you need to build your Home in the rural areas. Over and above building, you can
even use it to renovate and or nish your already existing home in the rural areas.
Our loan terms are negotiable for up to 10 years, and the interest rate you pay is market-related and always competitive. As a general
rule, your monthly repayment may not exceed 35% of your gross monthly cash income, with joint income considered where appropriate.
The bank will nance you not more than 60% of your accumulated withdrawal pension.

WE FINANCE THE FOLLOWING:
Ÿ Building of a new House in the rural areas
Ÿ Renovations of an already existing house
Ÿ Finishing off an already existing house

TO SEE IF YOU QUALIFY SIMPLY PROVIDE US WITH THE FOLLOWING:
Ÿ Valid Swazi identity document
Ÿ Current pay advice/pay slip
Ÿ Conrmation of employment
Ÿ Letter from Chief (conrming land)
Ÿ Guarantee letter from Treasury (if you are a civil servant)
Ÿ Quotations – Cost of Building
Ÿ Pension statement

*The Nedbank Rural Home Loan only applies to employees of companies or organisations that have the Rural Home Loan Scheme with the bank,
including government.

CONTACT YOUR NEAREST BRANCH AND SPEAK TO OUR SCHEMES SPECIALISTS
FOR MORE INFORMATION, OR CALL 2408 1000.
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MOSES MOTSA
As a self-made, hard working & an astute businessman from humble
beginnings, Moses Motsa is highly regarded as one of the most
respectable & successful business persons to hail from the Kingdom of
Eswatini. With vested interests in the retail, automotive, hospitality & of
course property sector, we had the humbling opportunity to sit down &
talk with Mr Motsa and found out more about how his journey in
becoming the property & business leader that he is today.

Interview By: Thabo Mwanza | Image: tgh.co.sz; sitekihotel.com; Moses Motsa
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H

ow best would you describe Moses Motsa? A living legend in the world of business, a ruthless business man,
a person who apportions tension to detail in everything he does? Well yes, and probably most importantly a
humble person which is possible one of the reasons he is so successful, well of course with, with a great
business acumen. Speaking to him you realize that the man has overowing knowledge when it comes to business.
To put it bluntly all you need is ve minutes with the man, and your perspective in not only business, but life will be
greatly shifted for the better. Here is a conversation we had with the property mogul.
YOU ARE A WELL-KNOWN
BUSINESSMAN IN ESWATINI, OF
WHICH PROPERTY FORMS A BIG STAKE
OF YOUR PORTFOLIO, WHAT GOT YOU
INTO PROPERTY?
What really got me interested is that property
is the best investment, incomparable actually,
you have a structure that is appreciating in
value. It gives you a long term investment, as
most people know I was in retail for a long
time, then I planned for my retirement that I'd
rather go for property.
THERE HAVE BEEN MANY REPORTS IN
THE MEDIA AND AMONGST SOCIETY
ABOUT YOUR STORY, WHAT IS THE
FULL STORY, WHERE DID IT ALL START
FOR YOU?
I started in retail, but very, very small, and
that was in 1965 with a small capital, E21 to
be precise. It wasn't a lot of money at the
time, maybe most people wouldn't have
thought of starting a business with that kind
of amount, but as for me I believed it could
be done.
And how did you do it?
I rst searched the demand of the place
where I'd do my business what people were
interested in, I noticed that traditional brew
(umcombotsi) was sold in large quantities,
so I started selling Malt Magayiwe,
basically all the ingredients required to
make the brew, I was the main supplier.
And mind you, my rst store was a
thatched grass house, it was a free
business environment without laws and
legislation at the time. From there, I saw

another opportunity at a school nearby,
where I started selling sweets, cold drinks
and mostly tin sh which was the leading
food stuff bought in those days.

town. This business grew, and I developed it
in another portion as well, having the same
concept, so that is how I grew at that level at
the time.

VERY INTERESTING STORY INDEED, SO
FROM SUCH HUMBLE BEGINNINGS IN
THE 60'S, WHEN DID YOU VENTURE
INTO PROPERTY THEN?
If I had entered the Property market earlier,
maybe I would have bought quite a number
of properties by now, but during my early
days growing up, I had the notion that one
couldn't buy land in Eswatini when you are an
indigenous Swati. In 1971, however, I saw
an old dirty billboard written 'FOR SALE', at
Siteki town, it probably had been there for a
long time, and then I went to read clearly at
the board to see what was for sale. I found
that Goldblatt was selling the property, I got
his numbers and called him, I found the
place still in the market. Mind you, he was
selling that place for E3000. I told him I'm
interested, I want the place, for I had
accumulated some prots from my retail
enterprise, I paid the E3000, and that is how
I got my rst Property. I had also started
developing though at home outside town, I
had built a small brick store by then, but I
was also interested in penetrating town, for at
the time it was largely owned by white
people, so the land I bought from Goldblatt
was my ticket to town, and I started
construction on it in 1973. I built my own
supermarket, which comprised of a small
bottle store a, butchery and a small
restaurant, this kind of model was the rst in

TO EVERY STORY OF GREATNESS THERE
IS A VISION, IT IS SO CLEAR FROM
YOUR EARLY DAYS THAT YOUR
INTENTIONS WERE TO GROW
YOURSELF AND BUSINESS AS MUCH AS
YOU COULD, HOW HAVE YOU
TRANSITIONED YOUR BUSINESS
MODEL AND ADAPTED IT TO
PROPERTY?
It came in 2004 where I decided I must quit
the retail business, I had spoken to the big
guys like Shoprite who had shown interest
to come to Eswatini, my business model
was more manual and not computerised,
so I had to make a decision, either I grew
my business to compete with these giants
or they would drive me out of business. So I
decided to grow my business, at the time
there was Skonkwane who was decimating
and had spots all over Eswatini, so they
came to me and offered me all their spots.
I bought all of their spots because I wanted
to operate everywhere in Eswatini. These
spots were mainly Piggs Peak, Nhlangano,
Manzini, Siteki and Hlatikhulu. In 2005, I
realised that in order to scale my business I
needed a lot of money, which is when I
implemented a number of changes. These
changes entailed me selling my retail
outlets to the Shoprite group. All in all,
property is my retirement package.
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YOU'VE MENTIONED THAT AS YOU GREW, THERE WERE
INSTANCES WHEREBY YOU NEEDED MONEY, IN THE
PROPERTY SPACE OR IN BUSINESS GENERALLY, IS THERE A
TIME WHEREBY YOU HAVE HAD TO GO AND SOURCE
FUNDING FOR SOME VENTURES OR YOU HAVE GROWN
ORGANICALLY?
I have grown my businesses organically, this is because of a number
of factors such as the fact that banks, during those days did not offer
loans easily. In fact they didn't issue loans during the grassroots level
when I didn't have properties, and the only way a bank would issue
out a loan was only when you had security in the form of property. The
rst time I asked for a loan was the time when I bought the plot from
Goldbtlatt, and I got a loan of E500. It took time, infact, I used to roll
out my own monies. What gave me success, was that my name was
good with all the suppliers. When I had ordered merchandise, they
would not give me a problem, the strategy I used to apply, was to
delay the payments, meanwhile making use of the money, so to stay
liquid. But they would know that when I sign them a cheque, they
would most denitely get their money, so that was my strategy. Even to
this date, some of my structures, I construct them myself, from my
pocket. Even if I take time, I know I will nish it without having to pay
interest and all those sort of stuff.
WE UNDERSTAND YOU OWN THE GEORGE HOTEL AND
OTHER PROPERTIES, WE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW MORE
ABOUT YOUR PORTFOLIO, IS IT LEISURE OR RESIDENTIAL, WE
HAVE ALSO HEARD REPORTS THAT YOU OWN MALLS, HOW
IS IT EXACTLY?
It is mainly commercial, and I don't go for residential. My Properties in
ESwatini are mainly commercial properties, and then the hotels, Siteki
Hotel and The George. And speaking of The George Hotel, at the
moment we are constructing a building where we will have a casino,
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I'm sure we are halfway now.
WE HAVE HEARD REPORTS THAT YOU ALSO HAVE
INVESTMENTS IN SOUTH AFRICA...
I have ventured into hotels in South Africa, I bought the Royal Hotel in
Durban, which I had planned would form part of my retirement
package. I also bought the well renowned Beach Hotel. I believed the
Hotels would complement each other, the Beach Hotel and the Royal
Hotel. At the Beach Hotel I have a tenant, one who is conducting
business at the hotel and he is paying me my rent and I'm quite happy.
The Royal Hotel did not work out quite as expected, so I ended up
selling it.
APART FROM YOUR SOUTH AFRICAN INVESTMENTS, DO YOU
PERHAPS INVEST OFFSHORE?
I don't buy properties offshore, actually, I don't like that, I don't even
have a cent offshore, I don't believe in something that could crash
anytime, you see, in property you cannot crash, more especially
commercial property, you cannot crash.
WOULD YOU CONSIDER THE ROYAL HOTEL AS A FAILED
PROJECT?
No, not at all, because as I said, property appreciates, even at the
time it was not doing well, it was only for a short period, I then
decided to take the decision of selling it before the problems
regarding it escalated beyond control. The business in that corridor is
no longer what it used to be, it has declined, the reason being that
people, especially the whites have moved up north towards uMhlanga
and Ballito for example, which changes the dynamics of the tourism
and hotel industry in that area.

“THE FIRST TIME I ASKED FOR A LOAN WAS THE
TIME WHEN I BOUGHT THE PLOT FROM
GOLDBTLATT, AND I GOT A LOAN OF E500...”

COVER STORY

COMING BACK TO ESWATINI, THE SECTIONAL TITLES ACT
HAS BEEN PASSED, WHICH CHANGES THE BALL GAME IN THE
PROPERTY SPACE, WHAT ARE YOUR THOUGHTS ON THAT?
For now, my main focus was on expanding my portfolio in South
Africa, I haven't given it much thought as yet, but I'll look into it.
THE PORTFOLIO BEING?
Already I have bought two big malls, one in Vryheid and the other in
Manzimtoti, and then I'm gunning for a very big one at Maritzburg. I
have also bought small warehouses, about fty of them, and they are
multifunctional, some use them for warehousing and some use them
as shops.
WITH YOUR VAST BUSINESS ACUMEN, KNOWLEDGE AND
EXPERIENCE, MENTION MAYBE ONE OR TWO OF ESWATINI'S
BUSINESS PEOPLE YOU HAVE MENTORED?
Maybe I've been a failure in that regard (chuckles), I used to help
people, more especially in starting their business, but one I could
mention is Lincoln Motsa, I helped him out with his rst stock, but he
invested his efforts, for everyone reaps what he sows, and now he is
big and working with other big giants, I'm really proud of him.
OVER ALL IN GENERAL, WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT THE
STATE OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN ESWATINI, WHERE ARE WE
NOW AND WHAT IS YOUR FORECAST OF THE FUTURE WHAT
DO YOU SEE?
It's quite very difcult, my belief and philosophy was that small shops
ought to have been run by indigenous Swatis, and further get training
so that they would gradually grow, following my trend and seeing how
that path worked for me especially. Even in my properties that I lease
out, even in Siteki for example, you nd varying spaces, from small to
bigger, allowing one the space to grow themselves. However, Asians
arrived in the country and drove everyone out of business, Swatis that
survive now are the ones that have grown big like Lincoln Motsa, who
is in bed with giants which is what you need to grow and never say
enough is enough.
AS WE ROUND UP, WE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW ABOUT YOUR
PROPOSED $3BILLION PROJECT PURPOSED TO CONNECT
ESWATINI THROUGH MOZAMBIQUE, ACCESSING THE OCEAN
THROUGH A CANAL, WHAT IS HAPPENING AROUND THAT
ONE, ANY NEW DEVELOPMENTS?
That project was suppressed by the previous government, so now I was
looking at starting it afresh with the new government, with people who

are driven to pull it through. Had it all gone according to plan, it
would almost be complete by now. We had projected that by 2019, it
would be complete. I don't understand the reason why it was
frustrated, it was just a simple thing that government had to do, they
had to meet with the Mozambican government for an Memorandum
of Understanding) (MOA) regarding the project, for government only
speaks to government. I have tried in my own personal capacity to
negotiate with the Mozambican government, but they can't negotiate
anything if my government is not showing any interest in the project.
There is resistance because they can't talk to me, they can only talk to
government. That project was going to bring in E30 billion in
circulation, and that is just the construction phase, then when
operational it would be astronomical gures. All cargo from the North
would have landed in ESwatini, then some would be transported by
plane to Malawi, Zambia and Botswana for example. That was my
legacy project, one to be remembered by when I've passed on.
DO YOU DO BUSINESS PARTNERSHIPS?
Well I used to, but not very much now, for it caused me quite a lot
of problems in the past, but one company I opened which I am in a
partnership is Lidwala Insurance, that one is wide open.
WHAT WOULD YOU SAY OR ADVICE TO THE NEXT MOSES
MOTSA OUT THERE OR ONE WHO LOOKS UP TO YOU
What I can say Mkhulu, is I feel pity for EmaSwati. Government has
hiked Stamp duty tax astronomically, so such a move suggests you
do not want Swatis to own land, I don't know how they reached
that agreement. Number two, land in a nation is the most income
generating tool, because even when foreigners buy the land, they
can never carry it on their heads and go with it to their respective
countries, but it remains in the land, immovable, but the money
generated still circulates in the nation helping out emaSwati. So
when government enacts a bill that prohibits foreigners from
buying or owning land in ESwatini, what is the meaning of that?
Closing this door of opportunity by prohibiting foreigners from
buying or owning land in the country hampers the economy.
Secondly, the Eswatini Revenue Authority (ERA) has sucked dry most
businesses and business people, emaSwati had to be well trained
about taxation and what it means to them before it was imposed
on them. To make an analogy, you can't expect to be suckling large
quantities of milk from a cow you do not feed. Eventually,
businesses then close doors hampering the local economy.
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Interview and Article by Mary Mandlazi

UNDERSTANDING
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iving in a day and age where the
unemployment rate is high, and
stock prices going up can often
leave one frustrated. At some point
we nd ourselves selling our cars,
houses, and trapped deep in our
thoughts constantly searching for
new ways to make money, just to
make ends meet.
If you've experienced such, then
you've probably heard people say
“you can never go wrong with
property investment”. Well, what if I
told you that they were wrong? And
that you actually can lose money in
property investment especially in this
aspect coined as house ipping.
While many of us aren't realtors and
aren't familiar with this phenomenon
or trade, we caught up with
someone who is much more adept
to house ipping. Broker owner of
Remax Eswatini, Mr Lyle Hutton
generously explained the term and
identied a few criteria that need to
be followed in this phenomena.
Q: House Flipping is a relatively
unknown practice in the country and
perhaps other countries. Could you
please explain what it is and who
should venture in it?
A: House ipping is identifying a
house that has potential to increase
its value based on its location and
market conditions once undergoing
renovations. A person that
understands/ has the knowledge on
the property market, has a
knowledge of basic construction, has
an understanding of the market
needs can venture into house
ipping. One might want to ip a
property that is high valued and yet
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HOUSE FLIPPING
WITH REMAX ESWATINI'S LYLE HUTTON
there's no market for it, hence you
need to understand what the
market's buying power is.
Q: In terms of house ipping, some
articles state that one cannot
become rich by house ipping, but
others say one can. Enlighten us
about this?
A: It's a long term, you cannot
become rich overnight. If you
educate yourself you can make
money through ipping, but if you're
not sure what you're doing then you
can lose a lot of money because you
think you can sell at a certain price
and you don't. You also need to
understand the bank processes. At
the end of the day, what you sell
your house for needs to be in line
with the bank approve evaluator
because most buyers use the banks
and you have to be in line with what
the bank approves.
Q: They say time is critical during
house ipping, if you want to make
a sizable prot, why is that?
A: It's critical if your capital comes at
a cost to you, like a bank loan then
you've got monthly instalments to
pay. You need to nd out what
labour costs are per day, so that's
also something that adds to
expenses
Q: It's said that one should not go
overboard with renovations when
house ipping. Does that depend on
your location, because what if you
have chosen to ip a house in an
upmarket area?
A: Yes, If you want to optimise or
maximise on your selling price, if it's
in the high upmarket area, you need

to be able to look at nishes, you
can extend/ increase your budget so
that you can sell at a higher price.
Be careful of over investing in
renovations in a low market area.
Q: They say it is advisable not to
seek a loan for purchasing a house
and renovating it during house
ipping. Walk us through that?
A: The secret is that you need to
have your own capital. If you are
going to rely on the bank then you're
not going to make money. If you get
a loan from the bank to ip a house
then it's not going to work well for
you
Q: Property in its nature is a cyclical
business, inuenced by economic
cycles locally and internationally.
How do these economic cycles affect
house ipping?
A: Currently the economy is a bit
sluggish hence it's a buyer's market
and not a seller's market, you buy
now and rent it out until the market
improves and once that cycle
changes then you could give a
tenant an option to rent or an option
to buy. First option should be to buy,
in that case the tenant knows they've
got an opportunity to buy and hence
they get time to prepare themselves
nancially for that commitment. The
tenant will also denitely value and
look after the property.
Q: Which areas locally would you
consider ideal for house ipping?
A: The older suburbs that are closer
to town and are older hence in need
of renovations, those are in demand
since they are closer to town,
services are close by which makes it

very convenient, schools and
hospitals close by and also not far
from work. Between Manzini,
Matsapha, Ezulwini, Mbabane.
Emphasis would be on low and
middle class areas.
Q: What advice would you give to
someone who is considering to start
ipping houses for a living or just to
make extra money?
A: Understand how property works,
you can't take every option. With
house ipping, it's with what you
pay, at what cost you get it at and
what the renovations will be and it
depends on what you want to make
out of it. If you want to make money
through this as a side-line, you have
to be hands on with it. If you're in
the real estate eld it makes it easier,
if you're not in the eld and not able
to be hands on since you have a
daily job to attend to then it's going
to be difcult. If you have savings or
your last savings, don't venture in it.
If you have passion for it, educate
yourself on it, speak to contractors,
get ideas from the home channel,
garden and home magazine on how
you can ip in a cost effective way.
Even if you have the money to go
overboard with renovation, don't,
because you might end up sitting
with a property that you're not able
to rent out or sell because the cost of
the nishes are all high. You might
not be able to sell it at that price and
therefore end up making a loss
because you over capitalized on the
property.

QUICK TIPS

FundamentalSteps
InAcquiringProperty
STHEMBILE SKHOSANA, OWNER OF INKWALI INVESTMENTS AND EXPERIENCED PROPERTY
CONSULTANT, SHARES HER INSIGHTS ON KEY CONSIDERATIONS ONE SHOULD TAKE WHEN
LOOKING TO ACQUIRE PROPERTY.
For More Info On Inkwali Investments Or Property Consultancy Services Contact : sithembilesikhosana@gmail.com
MINDSET
The decision to acquire property is a big decision. Meaning anyone
who wishes to invest in property should have his or her mind
ready. One should prepare himself or herself emotionally and
mentally to be able to make the right choice and to know exactly
what type of property he or she would like to invest in. This
preparation serves to help you deal with estate agents, ﬁnancial
institutions, lawyers and government departments.
FINANCIAL SCREENING
A potential buyer must undergo ﬁnancial screening. This is to
check whether one's ﬁnancial muscle is ﬁt for property
acquisitions, this is to also avoid time wasting for all parties
involved. When one has gone ﬁnancial screening, he or she will
know which bracket in terms of value of the property he or she is
eligible to buy. It also saves you money in the process of property
acquisitions is not……from additional costs, which include deed of
sale, application fee, bank deposits, transfer and stamp duty costs.
It also makes it imperative for a buyer to screen in order to avoid
having to sign a deed of sale, pay application fee and only to ﬁnd
that the bank rejects their application he or she does not have
enough money for a deposit. As a result it is critical that anyone
interested in property acquisition visits their ﬁnancier to do a
thorough ﬁnancial screening and obtain pre approval from the
bank. Once that is in place, it's all systems go. Yipee you can go
house shopping.
CHOOSING THE RIGHT ESTATE AGENT
The sad reality is that not everyone selling property is right. Go for
an estate agent who is open and knows what they doing. Someone
who can advise you accordingly and assist you to meet your
property needs.
SHOPPING TIME
After you have picked your estate agent start touring homes in
your price range. It might be helpful to take notes on all the

properties you visit. You may take videos and pictures. The
following checklist could help:
Ÿ Test plumbing
Ÿ Test electric system
Ÿ Test windows and doors
Ÿ Check out the neighbourhood
Ÿ See if homes are well maintained
Ÿ View the trafﬁc ﬂow
Ÿ Check parking space
Ÿ Check schools and shopping complexes
Ÿ Transport proximity from property

INSPECTION
Typically, purchase offers are…..on a home inspection of the
property to check for signs of structural damage, ruins that need
ﬁxing. You may negotiate your offer based on your ﬁndings of the
inspection.
LOAN APPLICATION
After your offer has been accepted by sale and a deed of sale has
been signed by purchaser and seller, you approach your ﬁnanciers
for a loan.
EVALUATION AND APPRAISALS
Banks will instruct evaluators to do their independent estimate
value of the property you are buying to give a fair price
REGISTRATION
Once your bank has approved your loan it will issue a bank
guarantee in favour of the seller's conveyancers. The conveyancer
is the attorney responsible for the transfer of property into the
purchaser's name.
OCCUPATION
Once transfers are complete at the Registry of Deeds Ofﬁce, the
actual occupation of the property will be given to the purchaser.
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SBC
LIMITED
REDEFINING MODERN LIFESTYLE
LIVING IN ESWATINI

Report By: Ntokozo Nkambule | Pictures Courtesy of SBC Limited

The coming into effect of the Sectional Title Act in the country is already bringing practical
benets to EmaSwati. SBC Limited, an investment holding nancial services company has grabbed
the bull by the horns by ensuring that it becomes one of the companies in the country to take
advantage of this Act by offering affordable housing to EmaSwati.
We had the privilege of spending time with SBC Limited Chief Executive Ofcer Mr Henley Rennie
and got to nd out more about the company’s investment into the local property sector and
exciting new development that is taking shape in the serene Malkerns Valley.
Q: SBC LIMITED IS AN INVESTMENT
HOLDING AND FINANCIAL SERVICES
COMPANY. COULD YOU TELL US MORE
ABOUT YOUR INSTITUTION?
HR: SBC LIMITED is a listed entity, listed on
the Eswatini Stock Exchange. Primarily, the
listing was drawn, from a number of
considerations, which include the levels of
disclosure and regulation demanded by a
listing on the Eswatini Stock Exchange. This
together with the transparency required
creates a level of comfort to existing and
prospective investors into a newly regulated
industry. SBC Limited holds the majority
shares in Select limited whose brand
presence is undeniable in the Eswatini market
and a business similar to Select Limited
domiciled in the kingdom of Lesotho, Lesana
Lesotho Limited. In addition to this, in 2016
the SBC Group acquired the entire
shareholding of Pine Acres (Pty) Limited a
property owning and development company
that owns a strategic piece of land within the
Malkerns municipality.

Off the back of the businesses discussed
above, is the availability of investment
opportunities through the purchase of
investment instruments listed on the Eswatini
Stock Exchange that will allow for the
participation in the opportunities that the
overall business can bring.

This is the land presently under development
on which, we will include a life-style
development that will incorporate varying
residential offerings. Included in this
development, will be apartments, designed to
accommodate the needs and requirements of
modern family's together with some
freestanding homes. The target for these
apartments is towards the “Sectional Titles
Act” coming into being and the opportunity
for home ownership that this legislation will
bring.

This iconic, environmentally responsible, and
resource-efcient lifestyle property
development will include a shopping centre
that will ultimately incorporate a number of
line shops to support the needs of the
residents at Malkerns Square and the
Malkerns Community at large, through
developing the economic activity for Malkerns
whilst creating employment for the people of
Malkerns. The development will be
undertaken in phases with the key
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Q: THE MALKERNS SQUARE DEVELOPMENT
HOUSING PROJECT IS ONE OF THE
GROUP'S BIGGEST PROJECTS AND WILL
NOT ONLY CHANGE MALKERNS'S
OUTLOOK, BUT THE COUNTRY AT LARGE.
TELL US MORE ABOUT THE INTERESTING
VENTURE.
HR: Pine Acres (Pty) Limited (“Pine Acres”),
was acquired by the Group on which to
develop an integrated modern lifestyle
development to address a need identied
within the market and that speaks towards
the Vision 2022 dictates as communicated by
His Majesty King Mswati III. On this land, the
Group are intent on developing an allencompassing, rst world, secure and selfsustaining housing development.

considerations being the Eco estate; where
more investment will directed towards making
Malkerns Square an environmentally Green
Estate. It will include recreational facilities
incorporating a soccer eld, tennis and
volleyball courts, walking/jogging/cycling
track and a number of smaller recreational
grounds within each of the phases in the
development. The intention is to as far as
possible utilise renewable energy sources,
primarily from solar and eventually stored in
battery banks for later use. Glass nishes in
the architecture will be very prominent, as this
also brings with it the efcient use of energy.
Efcient use of water a key resource, will be
incorporated into the water system and will
include recycling for redistribution to the
extensive gardens planned for the estate.
Bespoke areas will be provided for recreation
and laundry to ensure the integrity of the
development is maintained. Fundamental to
this development will be security, with
restricted access points with no un-authorised
entry to the estate allowed and this will be
managed appropriately to ensure the safety
of person and property.
Q: THE DEVELOPMENT AT MALKERNS ALSO
FALLS UNDER THE RECENTLY PASSED
LEGISLATION OF SECTIONAL TITLE
PROPERTY ACT, WHICH IS AIMED AT
MAKING HOUSING MORE AFFORDABLE
FOR EMASWATI. WILL THE DEVELOPMENT
ONLY ENCOMPASS SECTIONAL TITLE UNITS
OR YOU ARE ALSO LOOKING AT FREE
STANDING UNITS AS WELL?
HR: Malkerns Square will incorporate a
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mixed-residential property offering that will
allow for the construction of apartments
spanning from a one bedroom to three
bedroom, duplex housing units through to
multi-roomed freestanding executive
dwellings. The intention is to create a
platform for accessibility to home ownership
where previously this was not possible due to
the limitations of the market.
Q: TELL US MORE ABOUT THE PRICING OF
THE UNITS AT MALKERNS. HOW MUCH
WILL THEY COST ASPIRING HOME
OWNERS?
HR: The intention is to bring to market these
apartments at an affordable rate to offer both
rental and eventually home ownership
opportunities to the qualifying Eswatini
market whom previously did not have access
to a dwelling of their own prior to the advent
of the Sectional Titles Act. The rst 54 units
that are nearing the nal stages of
construction will be ready for occupation
through rental in the New Year and the
Group is very excited with the prospects that
this will bring as we move closer to bringing
home ownership to the people of Eswatini.
The rentals are a necessary step and an
interim measure pending the formalization
and the coming into full effect of the Sectional
Titles Act. The rentals rates at which these
apartments will come onto the market will be
fully representative of the quality of the
nished product.
Q: WE UNDERSTAND THAT SBC OWNS
SELECT LIMITED, A MICRO LENDING
COMPANY IN THE COUNTRY. IS THE
COMPANY GOING TO USE ITS SUBSIDIARY
TO OFFER HOME LOANS TO ASPIRING
HOME OWNERS?
HR: The Group continues to evaluate
investment opportunities within the region
with a strong leaning to deliver tailor made
products to assist its clientele to improve their
circumstances. Ownership of affordable
quality housing to a wide sector of the market
was identied as one of those areas. The
Malkerns Square development seeks to

address a portion of this gap that has been
identied within Eswatini market particularly
focused on housing ownership where Select
Limited will consider providing end-user
nance through offering mortgages to
qualifying clientele.
Q: SBC LIMITED WILL NOT BE ONLY
OFFERING HOUSING IN THIS PROJECT BUT
THIS IS ALSO A LIFESTYLE CENTRIC
ENVIROMENT? WHAT SHOULD HOME
OWNERS LOOK FORWARD TO IN TERMS OF
RETAIL OUTLETS, OFFICES AND THE PLACE
IN GENERAL?
HR: At the outset, we will seek to establish a
Retail / Shopping Centre with some line
shops to cater for the immediate day-to-day
needs of the residents at Malkerns Square
and the Malkerns community as well. The rst
step in the development of the Retail /
Shopping Centre over 3,000 sqm of retail
space will include a supermarket, bottle store,
butchery and a recreational eating facility. As
the estate develops, incorporation of a wider
representation of retail and restaurant
offerings will be in the phases that follow.
Within the development, a resident can
expect to nd a secure well-manicured,
modern structure and environment, which
includes sporting and recreational offerings
within the safety of the estate.
Q: THE GROUP COULD HAVE CHOSEN
ANOTHER AREA TO EXECUTE ITS
HOUSING AMBITIONS, WHY DID YOU GO
FOR MALKERNS? YOU COULD HAVE
GONE TO EZULWINI FOR INSTANCE.
HR: You will note the current development
path across the country and this will inform
you of the activity centered on the Ezulwini
area. The availability of land and its
associated costs in Ezulwini did form part of
this consideration and supported our decision
to develop in Malkerns. The next step in this
development path leans naturally towards
Malkerns due to its proximity to Ezulwini and
further to that, its accessibility to the capital
city Mbabane, together with Manzini and

surrounding commercial areas like
Matsapha. Supporting our decision is that
Malkerns is one of the most beautiful
locations in Eswatini, where the existence
within a farming community supports the lifestyle ethos that we are intent on delivering to
our residents.
The locations as already discussed is perfectly
situated between Mbabane / Ezulwini and
Matsapha / Manzini linking all these major
economic nodes where good infrastructure
and access to the transport network,
supporting the lifestyle that we are intent on
making available at Malkerns Square. It is the
view of the Group that Ezulwini Valley and
Malkerns are the best places to live.
Q: WE ALSO UNDERSTAND THAT YOU
HAVE Collaborated WITH ESWATINI POST
AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CORPORATION (EPTC), WHICH WILL
ENABLE YOU TO PROVIDE HIGH SPEED
INTERNET THROUGH FIBRE, PLEASE TELL
US MORE ABOUT THE PARTNERSHIP.
HR: With our value proposition based on a
rst world, modern lifestyle experience, it was
critical to consider the communication
platforms available. In engaging with the
service provider, it is clear that the Fibre Optic
solution that is available to EPTC subscribers
would go a long way to meeting with our
intended residents' expectation. With the Fibre
Optic solution installed at Malkerns Square, it
will also serve to improve the exposure of this
offering by EPTC. The reliability and speed of
this platform will expose its users to high
speed, reliable broadband to accommodate
the daily internet needs.
Through this engagement, EPTC seeks to
expose to the market the availability of such
infrastructure and to encourage its wider use
whilst this offering to Malkerns Square speaks
to the modern lifestyle experience that this
offering will bring.
Q: WE UNDERSTAND 54 UNITS ARE
CLOSE TO COMPLETION, WHAT IS THE
ANTICIPATED TIME FRAME OF COMP-
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- LETION OF THE ENTIRE UNITS, AND HOW
MANY UNITS WILL BE CONSTRUCTED IN
TOTAL.
HR: The entire development has been scoped
to include up to 1,100 residential units. The
development plan is extended over a 5-year
horizon and is subject to market demand.
The integrated approach to this development
will see a variety of residential options being
made available to suit the needs and
individual aspirations of the prospective
owners and tenants.
The original units of 54 will become available
for occupation early in the New Year and
these units will be primarily for rental. A
further 250 units are being planned for
construction in 2019 and will again be
targeted towards apartment dwellings.
During this time, we will also see the
commencement of construction of the retail/
commercial centre to augment the Malkerns
value proposition.
Q: WE LIVE IN A GREEN CONSCIOUS
WORLD, WHAT ARE THE MEASURES THAT
HAVE BEEN TAKEN IN PRVIDING GREEN
ENERGY AND SUSTAINABLE SUFFICIENT
FEATURES FOR THE HOMEOWNERS AND
THE COMMUNITY AT LARGE?
HR: The Malkerns Square offering is aimed at
being the First eco-estate seeking a “Five
Star” green rating in Eswatini to ensure
environment sustainability. The bulk of the
amenities will be centered on renewable
energies and the efcient use of power. We
will also see the re-cycling of water to be
used to support our extensive gardens and
landscaping effects that will incorporate
running and walking paths, village parks,
green community spaces, amphitheater,
soccer eld, tennis, basketball, volleyball,
barbecue areas and specic village child
friendly parks.
Provision for sustainable energy solutions like
solar and battery storage together with the
efcient use of natural light through the
architectural design all lend themselves to the
efcient use of natural energy resources. The
architectural design incorporates a liberal
number of windows to maximize the use of
natural light and save energy. This will be
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supported by the installation of solar panels
on all the carports roofs within allocated
parking lots to trap this renewable energy
source.
Q: IN TERMS OF THE UNITS FOR THIS
PROJECT, IS THERE A LIMIT TO THE
NUMBER A PERSON CAN OWN?
HR: There will be no limitation imposed on
the number of units that an individual can
own. We must also be cognizant of the
intention to bring home ownership to as
many qualifying Emawati as possible.
Q: ALSO IMPORTANTLY, WILL OWNERSHIP
OF THE UNITS BE LIMITED TO EMASWATI,
OR ALSO OPEN TO FOREIGNERS?
HR: There is no limitation as to whom can
own a property on the understanding that the
laws of Eswatini will be observed and obeyed.
Q: ON THE LOGISTICS FRONT, WHAT HAS
THE COMPANY PUT IN PLACE FOR
IMPORTANT ISSUES SUCH AS SECURITY,
MAINTENANCE AND TRANSPORT?
HR: The estate will be secured through gated
access on both ends with controlled access at
the behest of the residents and security
personnel. On the security front,
unauthorized entry into the estate will be
restricted, guests visiting the estate will be
screened and the required authority sought to
gain access to the estate will be necessary.
The estate will be maintained through the
body-corporate structures that will be created
to ensure the estate rules and standards are
maintained.
Maintenance teams will be available to
ensure the property's upkeep and its
maintenance and kept is good standing.
It is the understanding of the developer that
the existing transport network will improve
over time inuenced by demand and it will
gravitate towards Malkerns Square as the
development progresses. There is an already
existing transport network within the Malkerns
municipality, which we expect would improve
in the event the current structure is
inadequate.
Q: WHICH COMPANIES HAVE YOU
WORKED WITH TO ENSURE THIS

DEVELOPMENT BECOMES A SUCCESS?
HR: We have opted to secure the services of
pedigreed professionals to ensure the
expected optimal quality is delivered. These
professionals have all been co-opted together
with allied Eswatini professionals to deliver on
this mandate.
• CONSTRUCTION
AMS Construction (Pty) Limited
• ARCHITECTURE
Volmink Group (inc. Paragon Architects)
• QUANTITY SURVEYORS
Ngwenya Wonfor & Associates (inc. Russel
Irons and Associates)
• ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR
Alternative Energy (Pty) Limited
• STRUCTURAL ENGINEERS
Structural Engineering Services (inc. DMC
Engineering)
• CIVIL ENGINEERS
Swaziland Consulting Engineers (inc. DMC
Engineering)

Q: YOUR STRATERGY IS TO CREATE A
STRONG BRAND IDENTITY AS AFRICA'S
PREMIER HOUSING MICRO-FINANCIER
AND BECOME RENOWNED THOUGHT
LEADER IN HOUSING FINANCE. APART
FROM YOUR ACQUISTION OF PINE
ACRES, ARE YOU LOOKING AT FUTHER
PROPERTY DEVELOPEMTS IN THE
COUNTRY?
HR: The Group continues to seek for further
opportunities that may exist locally and in
other geographies that will align to the
Group's strategic intent.
Q: LASTLY, THE GROUP'S STRATEGIC
FOCUS IS TO BE THE PREMIER HOUSING
FINANCE INSTITUTION IN THE
CONTINENT. THAT IS QUITE A BOLD
DREAM, SOME WOULD SAY. TELL US
MORE ABOUT THIS VISION.
HR: As part of the wider Group through
African Alliance, we are represented in many
African countries where opportunities to
expand this value proposition does exist. The
Eswatini opportunity will be used as the blue
print to underscore any further expansion on
this front as the need for housing on the
continent cannot be underestimated. We see
this as an opportunity to pioneer the natural
and social need to have a place to call home.
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INSURANCE CORNER

WHY YOUR
HOMEOWNERS
INSURANCE CLAIM
WILL BE REJECTED

T

he summer season is a time when people are excited because it brings a breath of fresh air and good
sunshine. It can, however, just turn out to be a frustrating time for homeowners and short term insurance
companies. This is because this season brings with it storms, oods and all sorts of undesirable natural disasters.

To ensure that the spring and summer season is jolly for you, take note of the following pointers outlined by the Chief
Executive Ofcer of Phoenix of Swaziland Assurance Company, Abhijit Ghose which will ensure that you are
covered, hailstorm or not.
Understand Your Insurance Policy

Non-disclosure

Homeowners should examine and understand their insurance
policies, and ensure that they are covered for all possible
eventualities. Being underinsured opens people up to risks - and
so when events take place such as extreme weather, more
bad news might be on the way. Don't always go for the
cheapest option-make sure that the saving isn't coming at the
expense of a much needed benet.

Non-disclosure is when important medical, nancial, lifestyle or
occupational questions are answered incorrectly or where
important information is omitted when cover is rst bought. It
ranges from deliberate fraud to innocent omissions where
certain information is simply forgotten. Full details must be given
to the insurance company at all times. It amounts to dishonesty
if you fail to disclose all information or misrepresent facts. Also
be aware of any spelling or administrative errors.

Poor Maintenance
A property claim might be rejected if the property didn't have
adequate drainage, retaining walls were not thick enough or
foundations were poor quality. Gutters and drains should be
regularly cleaned to remove blockage of insurance.
Homeowners should look for damp spots, mould on walls and
ceilings, as well as any evidence of leaking pipes. Ensure that
renovations are done with the help of an architect in
consultation with an engineer to make sure that the building
work is structurally sound.

Make a Date to Check Your Policy
Policy holders should read through their policy at least once a
year to make sure that it is aligned with the current value and
status of the insured assets. You may not remember that you
have made a change to your home that your insurer should
know about, and reading your policy could jog your
memory. In some cases a change, like installing a security
system, could actually result in a reduced premium.”

Cover the True Value of Your Property
It is vital that your insurance covers the true value of your
property and car. If you are underinsured - which means that
you are insured for a value that is lower than the total value of
your possessions - then your insurance may only pay out a
representative portion of the costs of the damage. Don't under
estimate costs to save on premiums. You could be at risk of a
reduced pay out when you need it most. If you are uncertain
about any of this, speak to your insurer right away to get clarity
on your cover, and make adjustments where necessary.
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Real Estate Agents Part II

The Mandate: A source of power and dilemma between the agent and principal?
Article By: Sibusiso Gama | Picture Credit: linkedin.com

The paper seeks to establish a legal mechanism for real estate agents in this country by looking at the most critical areas of
this field in an endeavour to create a real estate corpus in the country, which was a similar lamentation in the article by this
author which was published in Volume 1 Issue 2 in July-September 2018 of this special magazine.
The focus of this paper is the mandate which forms the heart and genesis of the agent/principal relationship after the
principal confers agency or representation to the agent. In much simpler terms, this is the instruction given by the owner of
property to the agent to dispose of his property.

WHAT IS A MANDATE?
A mandate means an instruction, or an
authority given to, and accepted by, an estate
agent to render an estate agency service. A
sole mandate is a mandate incorporating an
undertaking on the part of the person giving
the mandate, not to confer a similar
mandate on another estate agent before the
expiry of a determined or determinable
period. A mandate can be made orally or in
writing. It is very characteristic of a mandate
that it vests certain specic authority in the
mandatory or agent to bind the mandator or
principal towards third parties.

FORMATION OF THE CONTRACT OF
MANDATE
Just like any contract, the formation of a
contract of mandate requires the consent of
both parties. This will usually monitor
situations whereby one thinks he is acting for
another while the other person may not have
indicated a desire that he should do so. The
consent of both parties may be either
expressed or implied. An express agreement
may be either written or oral. Examples of
express agreement of mandate in practice
are the standard exclusive, sole and cooperative agreements which are signed by
the owner.
An agent or broker can be given a mandate
for an open period or without stipulation of a
delay. Some mandates like the exclusive
listing are usually given a period of the
authorization. Others it will be stipulated in
the agreement that the mandate will remain
in force until the parties shall give written
notice to the contrary.
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THE DUTIES OF AN ESTATE AGENT
PERTAINING MANDATES
As this paper alludes to the fact of the
absence of laws or regulations governing
estate agents in the country, hence the need
to observe how other jurisdictions provide for
in the subject. As mentioned earlier that the
Republic of South Africa Act governing the
subject matter establishes an Estate Affairs
Board, a statutory body in that country
monitoring and regulating estate agents'
affairs. The said Board have since made
practice guidelines for the code of conduct of
estate agents.
The said code of conduct, more specically in
relation to mandates provides that an estate
agent shall not; inter alia, (i) offer, purport or
attempt to offer any immovable property for
sale or to let or negotiate in connection or
undertake or offer to canvass a purchaser or
lessee thereof unless he has been given a
mandate to do so by the seller or lessor of
the property. (ii) accept a sole mandate or the
extension thereof unless the terms of such a
mandate (or extension thereof) are in writing
and signed by the client. (iii) accept a sole
mandate to continue to render the same
estate agency service, after the expiry of the
sole mandate unless the client has prior to
his signature of such a mandate expressly
consented in a written document executed
independently of the sole mandate. (iv)
accept any mandate or instructions for work
in respect of immovable property if his
interest therein would compete with his
obligations towards an existing client. (v)
accepting a mandate in respect of any
immovable property if the performance of

such mandate requires special skill or
knowledge falling outside his eld of
competence unless he is to be assisted by
such skilled person and that fact disclosed in
writing to the client. In South Africa, further
provisions on estate agents are further
enunciated by the Consumer Protection Act
calling for intermediaries to provide for any
code of conduct or standard applicable to
him to the consumer. The intermediary or
agent shall also specify the frequency which
he will account in writing to the consumer in
respect of his mandate.
Other jurisdictions like Namibia have also
enacted some code of conduct for agents
which outlines the duties of agents
emanating from mandates. They also have
precedents or templates for standard
mandate forms.

DECIDED CASES
The duties and obligations of estate agents
emanating from a mandate have been
determined by the courts both locally and
outside the jurisdiction of Eswatini. In the
case of Xolile Sihlongonyane t/a The Property
Shop and 3 others v Jabulani Elliot
Sihlongonyane, where a factual matrix
involving the issues discussed above was
ventilated by the Supreme Court of Eswatini.
This was a matter which was an appeal
following an order of the court a quo setting
aside the sale of portion 7 or 8 of Farm
Calaisville II No.693 situate at Manzini
District. The court further made a restitutio
integrum order. In that matter, there was a
dispute as to the conicting mandates given
by the respondent to the appellants wherein
one was giving instruction to sell a portion
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while the other a whole farm, as per annexures “F” and “EJ2” of the
pleadings before court. The question on appeal, which was also the
case even at the court below, was whether or not the respondent
mandated the sale of the whole of his farm or subdividing his farm
and sell only a portion thereof.
The Supreme Court in that matter in its reasoning for its decision
made cited authorities in support of its nding. Referring to Gibson,
the court stated that “…where an agent has acted within the scope of
his authority (express, implied or ostensible)…the principal is liable to
any third person with whom the agent has contracted and no
contractual liability to the third party attaches to the agent…The rule
applies even if the agent acts fraudulently and in the furtherance of his
own interests and not on the interests of his principal.”
The court then held that the contract of sale entered by the parties
remain valid and there is therefore no justication or basis of setting
aside the transfer. If the respondent was tricked (which the court found
no evidence of same, save for the allegations that when the agent
came with the papers, respondent had no time to read same and he
quickly signed without fully reading the documents) into contracting,
he was tricked by his own agent and he personally entered into a
contract. Thus, there can be no basis in which the third appellant can
be faulted, or the validity of the contract challenged. The court in
upholding the appeal held that the contract of sale remains valid and
unchallengeable.

CONCLUSION
It is worthy to note from the foregoing that the mandate is an
importing document creating the relationship between the agent and
the principal. The mandate should properly set out the terms and spell
out the obligations of both parties during the period of the mandate. It
is further important that both parties be ad idem about the authority
given amongst the parties. Agents ought to exercise due care and
regard to the interests of the principal when exercising their mandate.
The negligent misrepresentation of a mandate to the prejudice of third
parties binds the principal and he becomes liable to bona de third
parties according to the case referred to above. The Kingdom of
Eswatini further does not have any specic guidelines or regulations
for the execution of mandates which calls a need for redress.
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As this paper alludes to the fact of the absence of laws or regulations
governing estate agents in the country, hence the need to observe how
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therein would compete with his obligations towards an existing client.
(v) accepting a mandate in respect of any immovable property if the
performance of such mandate requires special skill or knowledge
falling outside his eld of competence unless he is to be assisted by
such skilled person and that fact disclosed in writing to the client. In
South Africa, further provisions on estate agents are further
enunciated by the Consumer Protection Act calling for intermediaries
to provide for any code of conduct or standard applicable to him to
the consumer. The intermediary or agent shall also specify the
frequency which he will account in writing to the consumer in respect
of his mandate.
Other jurisdictions like Namibia have also enacted some code of
conduct for agents which outlines the duties of agents emanating from
mandates. They also have precedents or templates for standard
mandate forms.
References:
1. LeDain G.E. The Real Estate Broker McGill Law Journal Vol.4 page 224
2. Ibid page 225
3. Ibid page 225
4. Estate Agents Affairs Act 1976 as amended
5. Estate Agents Affairs Act 1976 section 2
6. Estate Agency Affairs Board Code of Conduct
7. Clause 3.1
8. Clause 3.3
9. Clause 3.4
10. Clause 3.7
11. Clause 3.9
12. Consumer Protection Act 2008 section 27 and Consumer Protection Act Regulations 9
13. Ibid
14. Xolile Sihlongonyane t/a The Property Shop and 3 others v Jabulani Elliot Sihlongonyane (23/2016)
[2016] SZSC 36 (30 June 2016)
15. G.T.R. Gibson South African Mercantile and Company Law 4th Edition page 254.
16. Xolile Sihlongonyane case (supra) page 17
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FEATURE ARTICLE

DON'T RISK IT,
GET PROPERTY INSURANCE
FOR YOUR START-UP COMPANY
Article By: Lindo Z. Magagula
Assistant Lecturer at the University of Pretoria, Department of Statistics.
N.B: Lindo writes this story in his own personal capacity.

G

lobalization and increased regional economic integration have
been the main triggers for the rapid rise of Small and Medium
Enterprises (SMEs) in Africa, and The Kingdom of Eswatini
refuses to be left behind. It is unfortunate that this economic freedom
does not eliminate the risk and downfall of SMEs. Many small
business owners are absolute experts in their elds; they know
everything there is to know about their subject of expertise, and have
the condence to build their own company. However, they tend to
struggle with the administrative facet of running a business, such as
the idea of property insurance, and the insurer is mostly focused on
selling cover to well established large enterprises.
One of the many problems small businesses face is working with a
tight budget. As a result, it might be tempting to forego certain types
of insurance that aren't required by law. Regrettably, taking such a
risk could end up costing way more than the monthly premiums ever
could, and this tends to be one of the main causes of the downfall of
SMEs. It is nancially irresponsible to not purchase property
insurance. This is because property is the biggest and perhaps most
costly investment you'll ever make in a business. Thus, it only makes
practical sense to protect your investment with insurance.
When starting a business, you need to think about the present and
the future. Leveraging the right insurance policy for your business isn't
always easy; you need to look for ways to mitigate risks, while
managing the challenges. While businesses are not the same, most
businesses experience similar challenges. You can protect the future
of your business by getting the right insurance policy for your
property. This eliminates the risk of an incredible loss – the kind of
loss that could permanently put you out of business. The bottom line
is anything can happen and you need to be prepared. Instead of
waiting for a major claim to devastate your company, play it smart
and get insurance.
Banks ask for the insurance of all the assets that the bank nances.
This is mandatory because the assets become security to the loan.
Consider a simple example of buying a car by taking a car loan: the
car becomes primary security for the car loan. Suppose the car is not
insured and catches re when you parked at your car shed, the value
of the car reduces to the value of the scrap metals. The car loan
becomes unsecured as the security you offered for that loan is no
longer valuable. The loan is no more a car loan; hence, it has to be
treated as a clean unsecured loan with maximum interest rates.
Subsequently, provision has to be made as per the central bank rules.
With that being said, banks do not take such a high risk, therefore,
they ask you to protect yourself and the bank by taking insurance.
Property insurance works the same. The property is the security for
the loan and it needs to be insured against the risks of oods, re etc.
If the value becomes null, the bank and you need to be protected
from the losses. Without saying more, insurance is a denite and
securing necessity and banks have the right to take an insurance, on
your behalf, and bill it to your loan account.
Insurers, on the other hand, need to understand that despite the
country's economic struggle, there has been a noticeable increase in
the rate of commercial property and the need for property by
emerging enterprises. Many of the enterprises are somewhat
establishing themselves in the rapidly rising Ezulwini and some still
consider Mbabane and Manzini as their safe ground. This indicates a
shift in the small commercial property market in the country for which
insurers might want to consider exploring and take advantage of.
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CAN THE LOCAL

REAL ESTATE

INDUSTRY

EXPLORE

FRANCHISING?
Story By: Thabo Mwanza | Image: depositphotos.com; le pics

Franchising is without doubt, the most 'public' of business
formats. You recognise a franchise because it carries a
strong brand, has a strong distribution mechanism that
reaches far and wide, provides a uniform product, service
and image to the public. A true franchise is one that gives
the right to an individual to use its trademark but also
gives him/her the complete business blue print, training in
all aspects of running the business and an on-going
support.

INDUSTRY NEWS

According to the Franchise Association of South Africa
(FASA), the estimated turnover for the franchise market is
R587 billion rand, which is 13, 3% of the South African GDP
and employing over four hundred thousand South African
citizens, of which eight per cent of that amount is from real
estate franchises. In Eswatini, we have seen real estate
franchises like SEEFF, PAM GOLDING AND REMAX opening
shop and thriving in the business of real estate, which then
begs the question, 'can local real estate agents open and
run a successful local founded real estate franchise?
Eswatini Property Review reporter Thabo Mwanza raised this
specic question to Kurt Illetschko, whose involvement in
franchising dates back to 1975. He has hands on
experience as a franchisee, franchisor and franchise
consultant. He is also the author of several books and
numerous articles on franchise related topics. Swaziland
Investment Promotions Authority (SIPA) hosted a franchise
Seminar at Mavuso Trade Fair on the 5th of September, 2018
where Kurt was the keynote
speaker.
Kurt says 'a franchise is a
concept that is fail proof, as
long as the franchisee follows
the operations manual of the
franchisor'. He further went on
to say 'a franchise and a
business opportunity are not
the same, a business
opportunity focuses on a
product, investment is lower,
yet a franchise offers a comprehensive package that
consists of a complete product and a complete business
format'. The difference here is that the buying public has
more condence in an established brand which has many
outlets and a distinctive offering. With a franchise, there is
name recognition, buying power that greatly affects the
bottom line and ongoing support in the form of research
development, new ideas, market analysis, marketing and
the creation of new products. A good franchise is tried and
tested and commercial banks and development
corporations recognise the lower risk prole of franchising
and consequently prefer nancing a franchise.
How far is this practical and real though for the real estate
market of Eswatini? Miss Patience Bennett, a Legal Advisor
at SIPA afrmed that it's possible and legal proof to open
and run a local real estate franchise in Eswatini. The Eswatini
Copyrights Tribunal Act handles all cases that relate to
Intellectual Property, the Consumer Protection Act and
Competition Act also make it possible for one to register,
patent or protect their trademark franchise. She further
strongly advised that one should have a competent lawyer
when embarking in franchising so that the law technocrats
can explain the law in depth and detail in relation to
franchising. She further went on to mention that a lawyer is
not a pre-requisite, it's just advisable to have one on this
platform, but also SIPA is available to give guidance on
such matters. Kurt Illetchsko
provided further information on
the legal aspect of franchising, he
stated that one has to know and
read the small print when it comes
to the Franchise Agreement,
which is the contractual
document between franchisor
and franchisee containing clauses
relating to the legal obligations
they have to each other.

BANKS KEEN ON FUNDING
REAL ESTATE FRANCHISES
Local banking giants Nedbank
and Standard Bank Eswatini
and the Central Bank of
Eswatini are exploring new
ways to empower small
businesses and entrepreneurs
in creating sustainable
employment opportunities
through franchising.
Nedbank and Standard Bank
Eswatini presented opportunities
to those interested in opening a Franchise business in the
country, of any kind. Standard Bank Relationship Manager
Phesheya Zwane said 'Standard Bank does not only offer
funding for existing businesses but also start ups', what they
are looking for is commitment, not only monetary
commitment, but overall commitment of the person looking
for funding. He further went on to say, as long as the idea
makes nancial sense, not only break-even purposes, they
would nance it. Zwane further mentioned that the bank
assesses your level of know-how, and they expect due
diligence in terms of that aspect, they also lend against
'repayment ability' collateral comes last and may even
nance without considering collateral if they are satised with
their ndings.
Nedbank Eswatini's Franchise Manager Sibusiso Gule revealed
during the seminar that Nedbank Eswatini, is responsible for
funding over 50% of franchises in Eswatini. Gule noted that
they are open to funding real estate franchises in Eswatini.
Nedbank offers nancial advice also for those interested in
franchising. They nance new franchises, conversion of your
business into franchise, Re-Vamp and also acquisition of
franchises to mention but a few. Nedbank also has an opendoor policy and may even not need security for your loan if
they are happy with the business aspect of your franchise, but
if there is some level of risk, they may need security. Fish'N
Chips is one example of a franchise Nedbank has funded.
The banking sector is clearly for the idea of nancing Real
Estates Franchises in Eswatini. Some advice offered by
Graeme Liebenberg, Franchise and Property Director at Food
Lover's Market says 'according to Mark Siebert, CEO of
iFranchise Group, an expert in evaluating company
Franchisability says the concept at the core is pivotal, 'in
franchising there is a ne line between needing to make sure
a concept if fully rened and the urgency of being the rst to
market if the concept is new and unique. Some franchisors
start franchising before they've properly rened the concept
at a minimum, the franchisor whose franchisees are properly
trained and supported and who follow the system will
achieve a rate of return that is commensurate with his or her
risk. For such ground-breaking developments for local Real
Estate Franchisees to be a reality in the Kingdom of Eswatini, it
might require the regulation of estate agents in the country
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HAPPY VALLEY HOTEL MAKES

E73 Million INVESTMENT
Story By: Ntokozo Nkambule | Images Courtesy of Happy Valley Hotel

The Hotel Management and Hospitality industry is a key stakeholder in the property and infrastructure space
because of the continuous projects they embark on. Eswatini Property Review caught up with the General
Manager of the Happy Valley Hotel, Luigi Rosi, who shared his passion for Hotel Management and his plans to
ensure that they take advantage of the land that surrounds them by improving on their infrastructure
YOU ARE ITALIAN, BUT INTERESTINGLY
YOU HAVE SPENT A GREAT DEAL OF YOUR
TIME WORKING IN THE HOSPITALITY
INDUSTRY ON THE AFRICAN CONTINENT.
SHARE WITH US YOUR EXPERIENCE AND
WHERE IT ALL BEGAN FOR YOU?
I have been in the hospitality and leisure
industry all my life, my father used to be a
General Manager (GM) of a Hotel in
Florence, Italy where I was born. At the
age of six, I decided I was going to be like
my father and this would be my career, I
have not looked back ever since. After
nishing school I enrolled for a Bachelor's
Degree in Hotel Management, and
thereafter moved to the United Kingdom
(UK), where I spent nine years acquiring
experience in all the di erent
departments of the hotel industry. I then
moved back to Italy where I worked for a
number of hotels, but four years later, I
went back to the UK. While I was there, I
then received an o er from a hotel in
Cape Town called Hotel Le Vendome to
be an Operations Manager and that is
how the African journey started for me.
AND WHEN WAS THIS?
This was in the year 2003, actually the
last time I was in Italy was in 2006, which
is about twelve years ago. Interestingly, I
feel at home in Africa, especially here in
Eswatini, where the people are humble
and still possess the human touch which
is a rarity in European countries such as
Italy.
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TELL US ABOUT YOUR JOURNEY IN
ESWATINI, AND WHAT ARE YOUR GOALS
FOR THE HAPPY VALLEY HOTEL?
I moved into eSwatini ve years ago,
which has been awesome I must say. Well,
we are surrounded by land, one of my
goals is to ensure that we improve on our
infrastructure through complementing
activities. We engaged a consultant and
are still working on it as there are many
activities that could be suitable but only
through the specialised know how of the
consultant will we be able to ascertain if
the proposal and ideas of Management
would be both sustainable and
complement the Happy Valley Hotel
Brand.
WHAT ARE YOUR FUNCTIONS AND ROLES
AS THE GENERAL MANAGER OF THE
HAPPY VALLEY HOTEL?
Happy Valley Hotel is a hospitality
establishment which caters for both
leisure and business clients. We cater for
conferences, which happens to be a big
aspect of our business. We currently have
sixty ve bedrooms, three conferences, a
casino, which does not fall under my
responsibility, it is a separately owned
entity. So in a nutshell, my job is to
oversee all these operations apart from
the casino.
WHICH WOULD YOU SAY IS YOUR
BIGGEST REVENUE GENERATOR FROM
THE ONES YOU HAVE JUST MENTIONED?
The hotel industry is a cyclical business,

which means all our divisions are equally
important. There is a period for instance
when there is boom in the tourism
industry and that leads to rooms being
frequently full. When there economy does
well, it usually leads to more people
a ording to eat out, which leads to our
food and beverages bene ting. I can
however, state that conferencing is our
most consistent business.
IN ADDITION TO THE SIXTY FIVE ROOMS
YOU HAVE, YOU ARE ALSO ADDING SIXTY
MORE, WHAT PROMPTED THIS MOVE?
Well up to now as you have rightly stated
we have sixty ve rooms, which is not
enough. We have in certain instances had
undesirable situations where we nd that
we quickly run out of rooms. In essence,
we want to avoid that in future because
we are turning business away.
Furthermore, the development is also
presenting the advantage of creating a
di erentiation in product o ering. At this
moment in time we are limited to
standard rooms, either garden or pool
facing, In the new establishment we will
be having superior rooms, executive
rooms and suites. Said action will allow us
to cater to the di erent needs of our
clients.
HOW MUCH DID IT COST THE HAPPY
VALLEY HOTEL EXACTLY TO ADD THE
NUMBER OF ROOMS AND WHEN WILL
THEY BE COMPLETE?

LEISURE & RECREATION

The total costs which we submitted to
the contractor was E73 million and we
anticipate that completion of the
rooms should be in December 2018.
Included in the development there is
also an underground parking which will
be reserved for residents only. The
parking facility will be able to cater for
about 75 vehicles.

the economics of the business. So
they should devote time to learning
about all the departments of the
hotel business.

HOW DOES THE HAPPY VALLEY HOTEL
BENEFIT FROM THE FACT THAT IS
OWNED BY THE SWAZILAND NATIONAL
PROVIDENT FUND (SNPF), WHICH
BOASTS BILLIONS IN ITS BALANCE
SHEET?
It is de nitely positive to be part of SNPF
however we are an independent
Company which requires to be selfsustainable and must generate pro ts
for the mother Company as return on
investment.
YOU POSSESS A BACHELOR'S DEGREE
IN HOTEL MANAGEMENT, WHICH
SPEAKS TO THE
ITS IMPORTANCE
IMPORTANCEIN
OF
GETTING
A QUALIFICATION
OBTAINING
A QUALIFICATION
FOR THIS FOR THIS
PROFESSION. WHAT WOULD YOU SAY
TO PEOPLE WHO WISH TO ENTER THIS
SPACE, WHETHER AS EMPLOYEES OR AS
ENTREPRENEURS?
I would say yes education helps a lot
because you grasp the theoretical part
of the business, but most importantly
they should be on the ground, this is
what is most important. The theory part
is a good guideline, but what happens
on the ground is a total di erent ball
game. The understanding of each and
every department in depth is critical,
from customer experience, trend
understanding component, to sales, to
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COMFORT FOOD
VLADIMIR PUTIN

Image: staticickr.com; Cafe Monate; independent.co.uk

Comfort foods all have one special thing in common, they make us
feel good. Munching on some luscious African munchies at Café
Monate made me sing the ever feel good song by James Brown, 'I feel
good' and for a moment, I felt good, cortisol levels were at their
lowest, in years and my endorphins levels were at maximum, I was
really feeling good. I rested my political ambitions for a moment and
pursued my culinary pursuits in Africa, Southern Africa to be precise.
As the president, premier or emperor of Russia or whatever title you'd
like to adorn me with, it's ne, but for this article, call me brother
Putin, or bra Putin, I want to relate with my African folks. The last time
I was in Africa in my capacity as Russian President was in July 2018
for the BRICS summit at Sandton Convention Centre, I didn't quite
enjoy it much though, Jacob was no longer president but it was now a
guy named Cyril. Zuma should apply for Russian citizenship, I might
teach him a few tricks on how to stay in power. Kudos to Cyril
Ramaphosa for keeping the spirit of Nelson Mandela alive through his
centenary celebrations, I hope we trade the E20 million buffalo for a
Russian Bear, not the Vodka, but a real life Russian Bear to scare off
your political opponents.
During my KGB years as foreign intelligence ofcer, I used to
'investigate' the Umhlanga Festival at Eswatini, I discovered that along
with the beautiful women they have really good food in the Kingdom
of Eswatini, which is why I decided to roll back the years and visit
Eswatini to relax as bra Putin. I discovered I have quite a following too
in this beautiful kingdom as I saw a Minibus written in red bold letters
'Phuthini', to those guys, you deserve a tour at the kremlin with none
other than the man himself, Phutini. At Leningrad during my training
days as a KGB ofcer, the chubby looking chef, I have forgotten his
name, used to prepare the most delicious meals, he once said to me
'if more of us valued food, cheer and song above hoarded gold, it
would be a merrier world' and on his kitchen wall he had a big
sign and on it were written the words 'one cannot think well,
love well, sleep well, if one has not dined well'. After
reminiscing on those words for a while, I suspended my
travel schedule and all work commitments for a while, and
headed to Eswatini, where I found Café Monate which I had
seen on Facebook and liked their page.
Its exactly six months after my landslide victory of Russia's
elections which I won by a 77% vote in my favor, and yeah, I'm
gloating right there, dictators gloat too, ask my buddy Donald
Trump. In English, Monate would be translated as 'delicious' in
Russian it is 'Vkusna' so since my visit, you are more than welcome
to visit Café Vkusna for some Comfort food anytime. After having
successfully hosted the soccer masterpiece, 2018
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World Cup, I really needed some time off by myself. The waiter, Mr
Mfankile Hlatshwayo brought me the menu after having been
warmly welcomed by the owner Make Senelisiwe Maziya. I carefully
scanned the menu as if I was looking at the United Nations Charter,
thinking on whom to devour rst, and my eyes fell on 'full English
breakfast'; I was immediately translated into Buckingham Palace at
that moment. And the food was succulent, palatable, yummy,
ambrosial, dainty, and delectable, I couldn't nd a betting Russian
word to describe the essence of the meal, all that was coming out was
just English, it was like I was under Hypnotism. After the English
breakfast, I got to understand English politics much better, and why
they took the Brexit route, they are what they eat indeed, and that is
pounds and pounds of eggs, baked beans, bacon, toast and a piece
of Russian, no wonder they are so resolute and seem to be going
against the wind, their breakfast has some Russian, at least I share
something in common with the English.
The gentleman on my left, he looked like Boris Yeltsin re-incarnated,
he was having the Monate Breakfast, fresh seasonal fruits and yoghurt
tapped with muesli and with a layer of golden syrup, and he had his
good chunk of Monate Comfort Food right there. Later in the
afternoon, I came back to order the Poutine, which is melted cheese,
chips, with bacon, Vienna and gravy, Putin having a Poutine, I'll post
that on my Instagram for my followers to get a taste of what it means
of Putin enjoying a Poutine, nice meal by the way. Whilst sipping on
my ltered coffee, strong and creamy, the Boris Yeltsin guy ordered a
special Monate cocktail named 'creamy pussy' and his body guard
ordered a ' sex on the beach' cocktail, I almost
protested thinking that the 'Pussy Riot'
gang are still causing troubles, yet it
was just drinks served at Café
Vkusna. Having recently divorced,
I hope to be back to Eswatini
very soon, buy Land and
hopefully get a bachelor pad in
one of the beautiful plush
places and Estates of Eswatini,
which is why I'll be subscribing
to Eswatini Property Review to
stay updated on what, is hot and
happening in Eswatini.

KICKSTART YOUR OFFSHORE INVESTMENT
WITH SHANDAAI GLOBAL

GRANITE HOUSE
LIVERPOOL, ENGLAND

Why invest in Granite House?
Granite House will comprise 39 self-contained units with en-suite
bathrooms and integrated kitchens. A range of communal facilities will
also be readily available for tenants, such as a communal gymnasium,
break out areas with TVs and recreational areas with comfortable
furniture. The studios will also be furnished to the highest specification.

Key Investment Highlights
Invest from E1,106,596.48 • 7.9% net assured for 3 years • 5% Interest on deposited funds • Renovation of Grade II listed building
Desirable L1 postcode • Estimated completion date: Q3 2018

#47
LEICESTER, ENGLAND

Why invest in #47 Leicester?
Ideally located in the heart of Leicester City Centre, it will provide
luxurious "47 Student flats", offering a mix of Studios, 1, 2 and 3-bedroom
flats. #47 is also conveniently located just 700m from De Montfort
University and will offer superior communal facilities for tenants, including
Games Room, laundry, roof terraces, bicycle storage and much more.

Key Investment Highlights
Developer Assured Rental Return of 7% Net for 5 years • 3% interest paid on deposit (£5000.00) • 250-year leasehold
Landmark project in the city of Leicester • Fully managed by reputable management company • Estimated completion date: Q4 2018

INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES ALSO AVAILABLE IN
PLYMOUTH, ENGLAND AND REPUBLIC SOUTH AFRICA

